VICTORIA
INFIRMARY
REDEVELOPMENT

COMMUNITY
MASTERPLAN
Prepared by the
The VICTORIA FORUM
May 2017

The Victoria Forum is a group with representation from Langside, Battlefield and Camphill,
Mt Florida, Shawlands and Strathbungo and Pollokshields Community Councils
Its aim is to encourage meaningful community involvement in the development process
and ensure that both the Masterplan and subsequent development of the site and adjacent
areas achieve maximum benefit for the local community.
https://newoldvicky.org
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SUMMARY
The first stage of the redevelopment of
Glasgow’s former Victoria Infirmary is to
create a Masterplan. The Scottish
Government’s good practice guidance
states that this should be in
collaboration with the local community
and include an analysis of the wider
social and economic context and
needs of that community. In other
word is it not just for the site alone, nor
is it just about design.
The Victoria Forum represents the local communities and, in the absence of a Masterplan
which looks at the wider issues, we have decided to produce our own. This is based on the
findings of a public engagement event we held in February 2017, an analysis of the needs
of the area, the public’s views of the proposals produced by Sanctuary HA , and comments
on these by the Glasgow Urban Design Panel.
This is a first version and will be circulated for public comment. Our final version will
include sketches and drawings outlining planning and design options. We summarise the
main Issues and Our Proposals below
HOUSING
 A mix of tenure and house sizes is essential. The objective is to rebalance this part
of the Southside which is mainly tenement flats for sale or private rent. This will
allow families and older people to stay in the area as well as be attractive to
newcomers
 20% of units should be houses (can be high density town house or terraced)
 At least 20% should be units of 3 bedrooms or larger
 Specific provision for the elderly or disabled (supported or sheltered)
 Rental units should be 50% of total with 25% of total as social housing
GETTING AROUND
 Onsite parking should be sufficient for residents and visitors
 The suitability of traffic access points on to the main roads to be reviewed
 A traffic and circulation plan for the wider area is required with sites for new
pedestrian crossings specified and budgeted
 A complete redesign of the Battlefield Rest area to include public realm is required
COMMUNITY FACILITIES
 The Masterplan should include public realm development proposals for outside the
site, especially around Battlefield Rest and the adjacent Victoria site developments
designed to complement this.
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New proposals for the NHS car park (previously GCC owned) should be considered
A community facility such as a meeting room is required on the site
A new equipped children’s play area is essential on or near to the development
Communal gardens as well as landscaping are desirable
An assessment of the impact on school capacity is needed

ECONOMY AND JOBS
 A business and commercial analysis is required immediately to inform any
completed Masterplan with respect to any additional retail
 There should be some retail units which complement existing outlets
 There should be provision for small start up and studio spaces
 The opportunities to recruit locally and provide training and apprenticeships should
be explored
HERITAGE AND DESIGN
 The proposed new southwest corner building is not responsive to the location and
will limit any consideration of wider public realm design
 There should be a specific design or public art references to heritage aspects of the
Hospital and the Battle of Langside
 The Masterplan should consider areas beyond the limited development site.
NEXT STEPS
Glasgow City Council Director of Planning has indicated, in a commitment to Langside
Community Council on 13 February 2017 that a Masterplan for the area should be
considered by the Council’s Regeneration and Economy Committee “to allow
security...This would be at an early stage of the application which, if the Masterplan is
adopted, would allow for the Masterplan to become a material consideration when the
planning application is determined.” We welcome this commitment but are of the view
that the proposals so far presented by Sanctuary do not constitute such a Masterplan in
that they are not based on a social or economic analysis of the neighbourhood, and being
limited to the development site, not do adequately deal with the impact on the wider
geographical area.
We are advised by Planning Aid that in their
view any consideration of a planning
application by GCC before adopting a fully
developed Masterplan (with meaningful
public involvement) would be premature.
This Community Masterplan is our contribution
towards this fully prepared Masterplan. It is not
meant to substitute for a proper Masterplan process which we believe should be led by
Glasgow City Council in partnership with Sanctuary and the local community.
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Background
The redevelopment of the Victoria Infirmary is one of the most significant planning issues
in the Southside of Glasgow. It will have an impact on the local community for decades to
come.
Glasgow City Council has designated the site as a Masterplan Area in the approved City
Plan 2 Area. However it has not as yet undertaken to produce one itself. Instead it has
agreed that Sanctuary Housing Association, the new owner and developer of the land, be
the lead body to undertake a developer–led Masterplan.
The Scottish Government has provided good
practice advice on how such a Masterplan
should be conducted (PAN 83). This
includes:
The plan should be “linked to a social and
economic analysis” and it should be based
“collaboration with communities and
organisations, with either a stake or an
interest in the area”.

Sanctuary HA and GCC have referred to PAN 83 as the acknowledged good practice
process for a quality Masterplan. PAN 83 also outlines how Masterplans should be
evaluated. Further information at: www.gov.scot/Publications/2008/11/10114526/0
From February to April 2017 Sanctuary HA undertook drop-in consultation sessions at
Langside Library. By Stage 3 in April they produced their own version of a Masterplan and
responses to selected public comments. These can be viewed at
www.sanctuary-group.co.uk/development/key-developments
Although this shows some considerable detail in terms of design, in our view it is not yet
adequate as a Masterplan for the following reasons:
1. It is restricted to the development site and does not address the wider geographical
area and the impacts of the development
2. There is no analysis of the social of economic context to inform the proposals (eg
housing mix) something required in the Good Practice guidelines
3. In addition, although some public comments are listed with responses, there is no
evidence provided by Sanctuary of the total number and weight of public comments and
concerns.
In order to move the Masterplan process beyond this we undertook an intensive public
consultation event in Feb 2017, have provided some social and economic analysis of the
and commented on the proposals by Sanctuary as presented to date.
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The Victoria Forum Community Consultation
We decided to structure this event in February 2017 as a public conversation to encourage
maximum participation and generation of ideas. Discussions took place in small groups
with a facilitator. Each person was invited to contribute their views based on the generic
question “If you were in charge of the Vicky redevelopment what would you like to
see on the site and the surrounding community”. This was repeated four times for
each main topic: Housing, Getting Around, Community Facilities and Economy and Jobs.
Heritage and Design emerged as a fifth topic
The 120 people who attended were all from the
G41/42/43/44 area and the feedback was that the
format was good and allowed everyone to have
their say. Altogether we got 1736 individual
comments. We have attempted to gather these
into broad headings highlighting the most repeated.
A statistical summary is at the end of this report and
the full detailed 1736 statistics and comments are
available on our website.

The Glasgow Urban
Design Panel
Sanctuary HA and their architects, Collective Architecture, presented their design ideas for
the development site to this Panel in March 2017
This is a Glasgow City Council chaired group that is co-ordinated by the Glasgow Institute
of Architects and includes professionals from the GIA, Architecture + Design Scotland,
Historic Environment Scotland, The Royal Town Planning Institute, the Landscape
Institute, the University of Glasgow, Strathclyde University, Glasgow School of Art, Police
Scotland and various national and local amenity bodies including the Architectural
Heritage Society of Scotland, Friends of Glasgow West End and Pollokshields Heritage
amongst others.
Its purpose is to advise on major urban design issues. We have incorporated a selection of
their comments and Sanctuary’s responses
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HOUSING
Analysis
The current population of Langside Ward alone is already over 23,000, one of the most
densely populated parts of the city. . This and other new developments at Mansionhouse
Road and the Scottish Power site will increase this by about 10%.
90% of homes in the Langside Ward and surrounding area are flats, mainly tenements
with no lifts, and mainly 2 bedrooms.
92% of homes in Langside Ward are either privately owned or privately rented. The % of
social housing is well below the city average.
Community Desires
The tenure of the proposed
new housing was the main
issue raised with a strong
desire for a mixed
development with some for
sale and for rent, evenly
balanced at around 50% for
rent.
In terms of affordability, mid market rent is favoured, but also a proportion of social
housing (25%). Private landlords not encouraged.
In terms of size and type there is a preference for more flats (with lifts) than houses, but
still for some houses on the site, and overwhelmingly for larger (3 bed plus) flats or
houses. This may reflect the limited number of these in the area and the known demand
for family accommodation. (Note: although mainly a tenement area there are several
adjacent streets of terraced houses- so a mixture is in keeping with the neighbourhood)
There is a strong preference for significant provision for the elderly, either sheltered or
independent living but with support. The community expressed the view that the different
of tenures and house types should be mixed and scattered throughout and not
concentrated. The density and built design quality are also concerns.
Public comments at Library Drop In
Public Comments: Need for a mix of housing tenure and sizes including affordable homes.
Sanctuary Response: The initial draft proposals suggest that a figure of 400-420 new
residential properties can be achieved on the site. These will likely be a mix of private flats
for sale and rental properties with 25% of the total being affordable homes. The housing
mix will likely focus on two bedroom properties, although some one bed and, in recognition
of the areas needs, an element of larger properties, will also be included
Public Comments: Disappointed that there are no houses proposed for the site.
Sanctuary Response: The current proposals suggest that a figure of up to 410 new
residential flatted properties can be achieved on the site. These will be a mix of private
flats for sale and rental properties with 25% of the total being affordable homes. It is
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considered that the site does not lend itself to housing and is better suited to flatted
properties given the scale of the retained Listed former Administration Block Building and
the Nightingale Pavilions and, the character of both the immediate and wider surrounding
area of the site where flatted residential properties prevail.
Glasgow Urban Design Panel
Panel Comment: Was terraced housing, an urban model fairly typical of the area,
considered?
Sanctuary Response The height datum set by the existing Nightingale ward blocks is
being observed across the site.
Panel Comment: Is it possible to reduce the density at the heart of the development to
allow for family homes?
Response: It is felt that the density, massing and height of proposed buildings currently
suit the site better
Summary of Comparison of Community and Sanctuary HA proposals

Community

Sanctuary

Some houses as well as flats desired
A large proportion of 3 bed units desired

No houses, flats only (with lifts)
Mostly 2 bed flats (73% =299), with some
1 bed (18% = 74) and some 3 bed (9%=
37)
None, no specific provision mentioned
Unclear % rent. Up to 25% “affordable, but
this could be for sale. No social housing
proposed

Specific provision for the elderly
Mixed tenure (50% rent) including some
social housing (25%)

Community Masterplan Proposals





Houses and well as flats – we suggest 20% (can be high density town house
or terraced)
At least 20% should be units of 3 bedrooms or more
Specific provision for the elderly or disabled (supported or sheltered)
Rental units should be 50% of total with 25% of total as social housing
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GETTING AROUND and CONSTRUCTION PHASE
Analysis
 The area suffers from congested on-street parking and the scope for more is
minimal.
 There is no adequate or safe pedestrian crossing at the Battlefield Monument and
none opposite the Park entrance across Langside Road.
 The overall quality of the pedestrian environment is poor.
 A traffic survey once Queens Drive is re-opened (at present promised for July 2017)
is required to assess issues of access to and from the site
Community Desires
Parking is the main issue with a unanimous desire for all residents’ and visitors’ parking to
be on site and off road. The general problem of parking in the wider area is a concern,
both here and in complaints to Langside Community Council. Safety concerns also feature
strongly. There is demand for pedestrian crossings, especially to the Park, and also safety
within the development (eg 20 mph zone).

It is recognised that access may be difficult,
especially from Langside Road; Grange Road
should be the main access point. The
community wants to see the development
integrated with the surrounding area and not
cut off, but at the same time to prevent a ratrun through the site.
A good through route for pedestrians is
supported as are cycle paths and storage.
There is concern about the impact of noise,
traffic, heavy vehicles and building workers’
parking during the Construction phase
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Public comments at Library Drop In
Public Comments: A need for appropriate car parking facilities on-site given the lack of
off-site provision within the local area.
Sanctuary Response: The proposals for the site will be designed to accommodate on-site
car parking provision only, at a level which is influenced by the City Council’s car parking
standards. Issue: Congestion on the local road network on account of increased traffic
from the new development. There is also a lack of safe pedestrian crossings in the area.
Sanctuary Response: A Transportation Assessment is currently being prepared which will
comprehensively assess the potential traffic impacts of the proposed development and
review sustainable transportation options and pedestrian safety in the area with mitigation,
if appropriate, in discussions with Glasgow City Council

Glasgow Urban Design Panel
Panel Comment: How much consideration has been given to the amount of footfall
generated by football traffic at Hampden Park? Is there awareness that there is likely to
be an abuse of parking spaces (and open ground)?
Response: Transportation consultants have now been appointed to the project and will be
considering safety for pedestrians and cyclists as well as potential parking abuse.
Summary of Comparison of Community and Sanctuary HA proposals

Community

Sanctuary

All parking off street
Pedestrian crossings eg to park
No through vehicle route
Vehicle access from Langside Road and
Grange Road a safety issue

Residents parking to be within site
No mention of crossings
No through vehicle routes proposed
Access points are at Langside Rd and
Grange Roads
(Transport Plan being prepared (by whom?
to be considered by Council?)

Community Masterplan Proposals





On site parking should be sufficient for residents and visitors
The suitability of traffic access points on to the main roads to be reviewed
A traffic and circulation plan for the wider area is required with sites for new
pedestrian crossings specified and budgeted
A complete redesign of the Battlefield Rest area to include public realm is required.
The wider Masterplan should include the NHS car park site (now underused)
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COMMUNITY FACILITIES
Analysis
There is no public Civic Space or square. The area is dominated by roads and traffic.
There is not a single equipped children’s play area in any of the residential areas of
Langside, Battlefield, Mt Florida or Shawlands
There are limited facilities for small groups, lunch clubs or youth groups. Church Halls are
often booked up. There is no community centre in the Battlefield area.
Local schools are at or nearing capacity, with a waiting list for some.
Community Desires from Victoria Forum Event
There is an overwhelming desire for some kind
of public or civic space, not just within the
development but in the adjacent area to
enhance the sense of place. The area round
Battlefield Rest is most favoured.
The re-use of the existing NHS car park at
Grange Road for a complementary
development to enhance the area is also
proposed.
A children’s playground and sitting out areas
or communal gardens are also favoured, and
space for some sports. An indoor meeting
place or community room is also substantially
supported by many (not just for the site but for the whole area).
There are concerns about local school capacity and an assessment of the impact of
population increase is needed.

Public comments at Library Drop In
Comment: Increased pressure on local services/facilities such as schools, health and
dental provision.
Sanctuary Response: Sanctuary’s consultants, in discussions with Glasgow City Council,
aim to review current provision in the area and the potential impacts of the proposals on
such provision and, provide appropriate mitigation, if considered necessary by the Council.
Comment The need for a physical link through the site from the Battlefield Rest to the
Queen’s Park.
Sanctuary Response: Detailed proposals are presented which facilitate the creation of an
area of public realm at the heart of the site which will provide for better pedestrian
connections from the Battlefield area to Queen’s Park.
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Comment: The area lacks a community meeting space and young children’s play areas
(despite the close proximity of Queen’s Park)
Sanctuary Response: The Gatehouse which is being retained on site, could facilitate a
community meeting space. In this regard, Sanctuary are open to suggestions. With respect
to a children’s play area, Sanctuary would not normally accommodate such provision on its
developments, but would make a financial contribution for such provision on an
appropriate location nearby such as the Queen’s Park or the open space area adjoining
Langside Library

Summary of Comparison of Community and Sanctuary HA proposals

Community

Sanctuary

Public space within site
Public space adjacent site (eg Battlefield
Rest
Children’s playground

Public paved circulation space within site
No mention of any outside

Communal gardens
Indoor meeting space

Increased School capacity is required

None on site- the offer of off site is not
based on any analysis or discussion with
land owner
None – landscaping only
None
(Originally Admin block proposed but the
idea not now being considered or financed)
No mention of impact on schools

Community Masterplan Proposals








The Masterplan should include public realm development proposals for outside the
site, especially around Battlefield Rest and the Victoria site developments designed
to complement this.
New proposals for the NHS car park (previously GCC owned) should be considered
A community facility such a small meeting room is required on the site
A new equipped children’s play area is essential on or near to the development
Communal gardens as well as lands are desirable
An assessment of the impact on school capacity is needed
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ECONOMY AND JOBS
Analysis
There is a mix of shops, cafes and other services and some new convenience stores have
opened up. Several of the shop units in Battlefield Road are vacant. Langside Community
Council’s survey in 2015 showed a number of businesses at risk of closure due to the loss
of trade after the hospital move.
The pedestrian experience (uneven and worn surfaces, chaotic street furniture) especially
along the main shopping parade of Battlefield Road is poor.
There are no small easy access or studio spaces for start -up business in this part of the
Southside
Community Desires from Victoria Forum Event
The most significant and majority view is that the community
does not want any new retail units to adversely affect
existing shops, so if there are any, they will need to
complement.
These should take the form of small independent stores or
cafes, but no take-aways, and to be located nearer
Battlefield end of the site.
There is a very strong desire for small start-up premises and
/or studios, if there is a demonstrated demand as a result of
economic analysis.
During the Construction phase policies to encourage local
recruitment, training and apprenticeships should be in place

Public comments at Library Drop In
Comments: Need to ensure that further retail on the site does not adversely impact on
existing businesses.
Sanctuary Response:. In exploring the possibilities of expanding the retail offer in the area,
it is the intention of Sanctuary to positively complement, not prejudice, the area’s existing
retail businesses, in order to ensure that the vitality and viability of the existing local centre
is both maintained and enhanced in the future
Comments: The need for the provision of small office accommodation.
Sanctuary Response: The Grade B Listed former Administration Block Building does not
lend itself easily to conversion to residential accommodation. In this regard, it is intended
that the building be converted to office use.
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Summary of Comparison of Community and Sanctuary HA proposals

Economy and Jobs
Some new commercial to complement
existing
Some small start up premises /studios
Local recruitment and training during
construction phase

Possible units – commercial analysis yet to
be carried out (by whom? no date)
None proposed - Not mentioned
None- Not mentioned

Community Masterplan Proposals


A business and commercial analysis is required immediately to inform any
completed Masterplan
 There should be some retail units which complement existing outlets
 There should be provision for small start up and studio spaces
 The opportunities to recruit locally and provide training and apprenticeships should
be explored
Note: Glasgow City Council provides standard advice when giving Planning Consent
those developers takes note of its policy, namely
“To encourage: - the targeted recruitment and training of those furthest from the job
market, the long-term unemployed and individuals leaving education - the advertising of
sub-contracted business opportunities - dedicated support for small to medium sized
businesses (SMEs) and social enterprises (SEs) to build capacity”
We would expect Sanctuary to demonstrate that it is actively pursuing this
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HERITAGE AND DESIGN
Analysis
The Battle of Langside (a turning point in Scottish history, 1568) occurred partly on the
Vicky site. Commemoration and information about its historic importance is limited and
scattered. The hospital itself was a landmark in Victorian healthcare.
The Victoria Administration block is listed. The Nightingale Wards and Turrets, regarded
by many as the most significant and distinctive features are not.
The land on which the Vicky is built was originally owned by the public. The City Council
sold it for hospital use in 1883 for £5,000.
The hospital itself was built from private donations and public subscription.
The NHS took over in 1947 and sold the land and buildings in 2016 to Sanctuary HA for
£6.5m, using the proceeds for central NHS
services.
Community Desires from Victoria Forum
Event
The Community feels very strongly about
acknowledging the history of the site, and the
memories of the Victoria itself as a public asset.
There is a desire for good quality design and
sympathetic building materials.
There is disquiet that demolition is being
advanced before a Masterplan is completed or
approved. This is not in keeping with any
meaningful public involvement.
Older stone buildings, in addition to the
Nightingale Wards, such as the Private Patients’
block opposite Battlefield Rest are worthy of
consideration for retention

Public comments at Library Drop In
Comments The need for a carefully considered approach to the overall design of the
proposals for the site.
Sanctuary Response: Sanctuary are very much aware of the need for a careful, sensitive
and sympathetic design approach to the new development. In this regard, the proposed
development and Masterplan will aim to achieve a sense of place by marrying the older
historical elements of the site with the new build including the use of good quality finishing
materials, all as influenced by Government guidance on such matters as contained in
Scottish Planning Policy, Creating Places and Designing Streets
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Glasgow Urban Design Panel
The panel felt that given the importance of the green spaces, public realm, and
connectivity with the park and Battlefield Rest, the landscape architect’s contribution to the
Masterplan would be key, and that this was missing from the presentation.
The panel felt that there was merit in re-considering the south-west corner of the site,
currently strongly expressed and with a relationship to the Battlefield Rest, but - as
proposed - less responsive to the corner location. Is there the opportunity to retain and
adapt the existing building?
The panel felt that the Park Pavilions failed to create a strong edge to the development,
by dint of being arranged perpendicular to the street. Although the orientation is clearly
inspired by the Nightingale ward blocks, it is untypical of the perimeter of Queen’s Park,
and may not be “solid” enough.
The Masterplan should consider areas beyond the island site
Summary of Comparison of Community and Sanctuary HA proposals

Community

Sanctuary

Retention of Nightingale Wards

Nightingale Wards and Admin block to be
retained
Retention of other blocks ( eg by Battlefield No other buildings retained
Rest) desired
(demolition begun on Nurses block)
Colour /building materials of new buildings Colour and materials in grey/sand brick
to be in keeping
with some copper
Scale of new blocks to be in keeping
New blocks to be similar height and scale
to existing buildings
Other heritage to be acknowledged
None mentioned
Any new building by Battlefield Rest should The new proposed building is large in
not adversely affect the possibility and
scale and nearer the boundary than exiting
design of public realm development
– thus limiting any public realm designs

Community Masterplan Proposals




The proposed southwest corner building is not responsive to the location and will
limit any consideration of wider public realm design
There should be a specific design or public art references to heritage aspects of the
Hospital and the Battle of Langside
The Masterplan should consider areas beyond the island site
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CONCLUSION
It is clear that the local community is knowledgeable about the neighbourhood, passionate
about its future and supports a high quality development which takes into account the
needs of the area, such as housing mix and tenure.
It is also clear that the lack of a Local Plan for the wider area means that both the impact
and opportunities provided by the Victoria Redevelopment cannot be properly assessed.
Any Masterplan needs to incorporate a wider area than the site itself so that over the next
decade there is a commitment to address and invest in civic and amenity space, roads and
crossings and safety, community facilities and so on.
We recognise that any Masterplan and subsequent development should be deliverable
and economically attractive and that Sanctuary HA has a business interest to pursue. So
we do not wish to unnecessarily delay the process. But time spent in the early stages to
achieve a good quality, comprehensive and publicly supported Masterplan should ensure
longer term for all.
PAN 83 good practice guidelines advise that the draft Masterplan should be referred back
to the community for scrutiny before it is submitted to Council committees, and that, if
approved, it can then be adopted as Supplementary Planning Guidance. This will mean
that when Sanctuary HA subsequently puts in the outline and detailed planning
applications they have a very good chance of being supported by the community and
approved first time round.

The Victoria Forum, on behalf of the local community will continue to work towards this
goal

https://newoldvicky.org
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Annexe
This is a summary. The full details can be seen at https://newoldvicky.org

Victoria Forum Public Meeting
How many times was a given topic mentioned or supported by a participant?
Section
Topic
Sub-Topic
Housing
Tenure
Social/ mid-market - more
For sale
Sheltered
Private let - yes
Social/ mid-market - less
Control on private letting
Mixed
HMOs, students
Other
Students
Private let - no
First time buyers
Co-ownership
No shared ownership
Mix
Mixed
Size
Flats
Older people/ disabled
Co-housing
Families
Design
Other
Materials
Height
Heritage
High quality
Type
Flats
Houses
Gardens
Communal gardens
Private gardens
Other
Building retention
Building retention
Sustainability
Sustainable design
Older people/ disabled
Older people/ disabled
Utilities
Utilities
Density
Density

Count
54
46
23
21
20
17
3
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
60
40
17
7
5
1
50
19
14
14
9
37
15
26
11
9
19
11
10
9
6
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Section
Community
Facilities

Topic
Civic space

Heritage
Green space

Getting Around

Nurseries, school
capacity
Community centre
Sports
Health care
Children
Environmental health
Culture
Library
Older people/ disabled
Community
organisations
Funding
Pedestrians

Parking
Cycling
Congestion
Public transport
Road access

Gated/ not gated
Road layout/ traffic flow
Road layout
Taxi
Electric cars

Sub-Topic
Piazza

Count
67

Play area
Sitting out area
Meeting place
NHS car park
Pedestrians
Attractions
Sports
Integration
Culture
Heritage
Communal gardens
Green space
Dog fouling
Nurseries, school capacity

48
32
31
15
7
1
1
1
1
72
38
31
1
27

Community centre
Sports
Health care
Play area
Environmental health
Culture
Library
Older people/ disabled
Community organisations

15
14
11
10
10
10
2
1
1

Funding
Pedestrians
Access to park
Safety
Parking
Shops
Cycling
Congestion
Hampden events
Bus
Trams
Road access
Avoid rat run through site
Emergency access
Gated/ not gated
Road layout/ traffic flow
Road layout
Taxi rank
Electric cars

1
84
37
26
130
2
42
31
1
23
1
14
5
1
19
7
5
1
1
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Section
Economy and Jobs

Topic
Shops

Jobs
Other services/
businesses

Construction
phase

Grand Total

Licensed premises
Construction phase

Sub-Topic
Existing/ independent shops
Shops
Other
Hot food takeaway
Grocery
Location of shops
Café
Attractions
Studios/ workshops
Bank, post office
Bookmaker
Licensed premises
Training opportunities
Jobs
Safety
Contractor parking
Disruption
Materials
Construction traffic
Existing businesses

Count
61
23
8
8
7
2
2
1
59
11
2
10
45
21
9
2
2
1
1
1
1736
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